ELB-Q: a new method for improving the robustness in DNA microarray image quantification.
Reliable and robust quantification of signal intensities is a critical step in microarray-based biomedical studies. However, traditional techniques for microarray image processing would face significant challenges if the number of pixels used for the quantification of the local background and the foreground decreases dramatically. We have developed a new method, ELB-Q, which, by design, is well suited for the image quantification of microarrays with very high density of spot layout (large number of spots arranged in unit area). In ELB-Q, a large extended local background (ELB) interspot region excluding those "noise of the background" pixels is used for estimating the local background, and the quantification of spot intensities (mean and median) in the putative target spot regions is performed after further excluding background pixels in these areas based on the cutoff values established during the ELB calculation. ELB-Q takes advantage of the abundant spatial information around each spot of interest, makes no assumption of the shape and size of the spots, and needs no sophisticated adjustment. We show results of image processing using ELB-Q on both the simulated data and real DNA microarrays, which compare favorably in robustness and accuracy against those obtained with GenePix Pro 6.0 (Axon Instruments, 1999) and the Markov random field (MRF) modeling approach. The ELB-Q software is developed in Matlab, and is available upon request.